Connected compliance
Electronic Logging Device (ELD) solutions for fleets

Better manage your compliance requirements, simplify records tracking and reporting, and reduce costs through one easy-to-use application.

Whether you’re a small or a large fleet of company drivers, AT&T Fleet Complete has flexible solutions to suit your business needs. Get your fleet working together to achieve electronic logging device (ELD) mandate compliance under one flexible, affordable, and easy-to-use solution.

Driver logs done right
Fleet Complete BigRoad ELD is an electronic logging app for Android and iOS devices that simplifies driver logs. With it you can complete clean and accurate logs that are inspection ready. If you make a mistake, editing is even easier than on paper.

Optimize operations
- Hours of service (HOS) visibility and fleet tracking
- Simplify tasks and reporting
- Centralized log storage

Reduce costs
- Zero upfront hardware costs
- Low monthly subscription
- Reduce administrative time

Support drivers
- Risk notifications
- Eliminate violations
- Protect safety score

In-vehicle ELD
- Plug-and-play solution
- Accurate engine readings
- Simplifies logging process
Features for drivers

• US and Canadian rule sets supported
• Special review mode for roadside inspectors
• Share logs with dispatch via email, or automatically using the AT&T Fleet Complete system
• Clear availability times help you plan ahead
• Take advantage of exceptions like US split sleeper rule

Hours of Service rules can be really complicated. AT&T Fleet Complete makes it easy by doing all of the calculations for you.

Features for fleets

• Fleet management and roadside inspection risk dashboard
• Real-time HOS availability, vehicle location and traffic
• Driver logs in one location simplifying audits
• Fleet performance and individual vehicle reports
• Maintenance scheduling and management

With input from drivers and fleet operators, AT&T Fleet Complete provides valuable fleet oversight that make life easier on the road and in the office!
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To learn more about Fleet Complete Big Road ELD and our fleet management solutions, please contact your sales representative or visit us at https://www.business.att.com/products/fleet-complete.html